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SUMMARY

Surveys carried out between 1990 and 2000 indicated that the incidence of STEC O157-associated

gastroenteritis in The Netherlands was 1250 cases/year (median), of which 180 visited a general

practitioner, 40 are reported and 0.6 are fatal, mainly in the elderly. There are approximately

20 cases of STEC O157-associated haemolytic–uraemic syndrome (HUS) per year, mainly in

children. There are 2.5 HUS patients per year who develop end-stage renal disease (ESRD).

There are an estimated 2 HUS-related and 0.5 ESRD-related fatalities per year. The mean disease

burden associated with STEC O157 in the Dutch population is 116 (90% confidence interval

85–160) Disability Adjusted Life Years (DALYs) per year. Mortality due to HUS (58 DALYs),

and ESRD (21 DALYs) and dialysis due to ESRD (21 DALYs) constitute the main determinants

of disease burden. Sensitivity analysis indicates that uncertainty associated with model

assumptions did not have a major effect on these estimates.

INTRODUCTION

To quantify the public health burden of foodborne

disease, a wide spectrum of illnesses must be ac-

counted for. Most frequently, mild and self-limiting

gastroenteritis (GE) occurs but more severe manifes-

tations of acute disease or complications may also

occur [1]. Case-fatality ratios of complications may

be as high as 10%, but GE can also be life threaten-

ing, particularly in the elderly [2]. To account for the

widely different clinical manifestations of foodborne

illness, a uniform health measure is needed. In a pre-

vious study [3], the public health indicator ‘Disability

Adjusted Life Years’ (DALYs)1 was used to integrate

the disease burden of different clinical syndromes

associated with thermophilic Campylobacter species.

In this study, we present epidemiological data on the

incidence of illness associated with Shiga toxin (Stx)-

producing E. coli serogroup O157 (STEC O157) in

The Netherlands, and use the DALY concept to esti-

mate the disease burden in the Dutch population.

* Author for correspondence.

1 See Appendix A for definition of symbols, subscripts and prob-
ability distribution functions used in the text.
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In The Netherlands, only two small outbreaks have

been recognized [4, 5] and the number of endemic

cases is low [6]. However, because the bacteria are

present in the food chain, the possibility of outbreaks,

with severe disease, cannot be ruled out and preven-

tive measures are indicated.

Disease model

Infections with STEC O157 may be asymptomatic,

or may lead to diarrhoeal illness (see Fig. 1) includ-

ing haemorrhagic colitis. In 1985, Karmali and col-

leagues [7] reported an association between STEC and

post-diarrhoeal haemolytic–uraemic syndrome (D+
HUS). This illness occurs mainly in young children

and may lead to death during the acute phase, to end-

stage renal disease (ESRD) or other sequelae [8].

Numerous studies have demonstrated that STEC, and

particularly serogroup O157, is the major aetiological

agent of D+ HUS. Acute renal failure is the most

prominent feature, leading to oliguria or anuria in

the majority of patients [8]. Patients are routinely

treated with peritoneal dialysis or haemodialysis.

Some patients develop ESRD directly, but renal

damage may also become manifest after a period of

apparently normal kidney function (late ESRD).

Patients with ESRD are initially treated with one of

the different forms of dialysis (D) and may later be

eligible for kidney transplantation (TX). Siegler [9]

reviewed the extrarenal involvement associated with

D+ HUS such as diabetes mellitus. Given the limited

duration and/or severity of the non-renal sequelae,

their contribution to the overall disease burden is

small and will not be evaluated further.

DALYs

The different outcomes of (infectious) disease can

be combined in one single measure, the Disability

Adjusted Life Year (DALY), following the method-

ology proposed by Murray and Acharya [10] :

DALY=YLL+YLD,

YLL is the number of years of life lost due to mor-

tality and YLD is the number of years lived with

a disability, weighted with a factor that reflects the

severity of the disease on a scale from 0 (perfect

health) to 1 (death). YLL is calculated by the ac-

cumulation over all fatal cases and all diseases of

the individual lifespan (e) had illness and death not

occurred. Thus:

YLL=
X

all diseases

X
all fatal cases

(e):

We derived the expected lifespan of fatal cases

from the standard life-table as reported by Statistics

Netherlands, including an additional module to simu-

late the variability in individual lifespans (see [11]).
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Fig. 1. Disease model for infection with Shiga toxin-producing Escherichia coli O157.
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YLD is calculated by the accumulation over all

cases and all diseases of the product of the duration

of the illness (t) and the severity weight (w) :

YLD=
X

all diseases

X
all cases

(trw):

To estimate the disease burden of STEC O157 in

the Dutch population, we needed to translate the

available data on disease incidence, symptoms, dur-

ation and mortality into estimates of e, t and w. There

is uncertainty (lack of knowledge about a system) and

variability (inherent randomness of a system) in the

model used to calculate the disease burden. Both

uncertainty and variability can be expressed in a

statistical distribution function, but require a different

strategy to account for in the analysis. In this study,

severity and duration of disease were considered to

be variable parameters, whereas all other parameters

(related to the incidence of illness and death) were

considered to be uncertain. Second-order uncertainty

(i.e. uncertainty in the parameter estimates of the

distribution functions of the variable quantities) was

also considered.

Incidence of STEC O157 related GE in

The Netherlands

We based our estimates on several recently completed

studies on the incidence and aetiology of GE in

The Netherlands (SENSOR [12], a population-based

study; NIVEL [13], a general practice-based study)

and on intensified laboratory surveillance [6] (see

Fig. 2). In the general-practice-based NIVEL study

the incidence of consultations of a general prac-

titioner (GP) for GE2 by all causes was estimated as

8/1000 person years (pyr) (age standardized and

NIVEL

SENSOR

Literature

Reported Fatal

GP visits for gastroenteritis, all causes

Gastroenteritis in population, all causes

STEC O157

Laboratory
surveillance

Fig. 2. Data sources for estimating the incidence of gastroenteritis (GE) and related mortality (not to scale). Variables of

interest were the total number of STEC O157-associated GE and the number of fatalities (bold boxes). The total number of
cases was estimated indirectly from the number of GP visits for GE and the fraction attributable to STEC O157 (NIVEL
study). The multiplier was based on data on consultation behaviour in the SENSOR study and literature data. The number of

fatal cases was based on reports from intensified laboratory surveillance, a subset of GP visits.

2 Case definition : three or more loose stools in 24 h ; or diarrhoea
with two additional GE symptoms (vomiting, nausea, fever, ab-
dominal cramps, abdominal pain, blood in stool, mucus in stool) or
vomiting with two additional GE symptoms (diarrhoea, nausea,
fever, abdominal cramps, abdominal pain, blood in stool, mucus in
stool) preceded by a symptom-free period of 2 weeks.
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partially adjusted for incomplete participation of

cases and GPs, and for list inflation) [13]. In a nested

case-control study, 4 out of 798 faecal samples tested

positive for STEC of which one was E. coli O157

Kx Hx. Direct enumeration of GP visits, reported

by patients in the population-based SENSOR study

resulted in a standardized incidence of 13.8/1000 pyr

[14]. This estimate resulted in a mean incidence of

274 GP consultations for STEC O157-associated

GE per year (13.8/1000 pyrr15.8r106 personsr
1/798 STEC O157). The uncertainty of this estimate

(quantified as described in Appendix B) was sub-

stantial and followed a highly skewed distribution.

The median incidence was 182 [90% confidence in-

terval (CI) 12–859] GP consultations per year.

Based on the approach of Michel et al. [15]

and Dutch data on GP consultation for bloody and

non-bloody diarrhoea [13], we estimated that 14%

(median, 90% CI 7–27) of all cases with STEC O157-

associated GE reported to their GP (see Appendix B).

In a GP practice, only a very small proportion

(median 0.09%, 90% CI 0.006–0.37) of all GE cases

was due to STEC O157.

Combining this information, we estimated the

median incidence of STEC O157-associated GE in

the general population as 1251 (mean 2114, 90%

CI 83–2620) cases per year. The uncertainty in this

estimate is shown in Figure 3. To estimate the pro-

portion of bloody and non-bloody cases in the popu-

lation, outbreak data were the more pertinent source

of information as laboratory-confirmed cases may

be positively selected for bloody stools. Michel et al.

[15] summarized data from 10 outbreaks, leading to

an overall estimate of 48.3% of symptomatic patients

who developed bloody diarrhoea.

Age distribution

Since 1999 all medical microbiological laboratories

report all positive findings of STEC O157 to the Re-

gional Health Services, and submit an isolate for

typing to the National Institute for Public Health

and the Environment (RIVM) [6]. In 1999, 36 patients

with O157 STEC infection were identified, or 0.2

cases/100 000 pyr. The number of cases in laboratory

surveillance was sufficient to obtain information

about age distribution. We used this information to

infer the age distribution of cases in the general

population, assuming that there was no age-related

selection bias in submission of stool specimens to

clinical laboratories. In general, this assumption is

not valid for gastrointestinal illness because there

is an increased likelihood of consulting a GP and

submitting a faecal specimen if the illness occurs in

children [14]. However, STEC O157 frequently results

in bloody diarrhoea, which is another determinant

of consultation and faecal examination, reducing the

age-related selection bias. Combining the above data

for bloody/non-bloody diarrhoea, age distribution

and incidence of diarrhoeal cases leads to the sum-

mary presented in Table 1.

Duration of GE

Several outbreak studies have demonstrated that the

duration of bloody diarrhoea is longer than that of

non-bloody diarrhoea (see [11] for a complete list

of references). We based our estimates on the report

by Belongia et al. [16], who investigated a hamburger-

associated outbreak in the United States, affecting

students at a junior high school (age 9–15 years).

These authors reported a median duration of 5 days

(range 2–12 days) for bloody diarrhoea and 3 days

(range 1–7 days) for non-bloody diarrhoea. We used

Gamma distributions to describe the variability in

the duration (see Table 3).

Mortality due to STEC O157-related GE

STEC O157-associated mortality by causes other

than HUS is rare and only very large outbreaks

provide information. In the Walkerton outbreak

[17] involving both STEC O157 and Campylobacter

spp., 1 fatal case was recorded among 2321 patients.

Pr
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Total population cases STEC O157
10 0008000600040002000

0

0.20
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0.05

Fig. 3.Uncertainty of the incidence of total population cases
of STEC O157-associated gastroenteritis (left histogram,
right cumulative frequency distribution). Cases/year : 5-
percentile, 83; median, 1251; mean, 2111; 95-percentile,

7157; standard deviation, 2620.
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Applying this estimate to the above-mentioned

number of cases in The Netherlands resulted in a

predicted mean of 0.66 deaths per year (2 per 3 years).

Laboratory surveillance was another source of infor-

mation. Among 120 cases recorded in The Nether-

lands during 1999–2001, one death in a woman aged

85 years was attributed to the consequences of diar-

rhoeal illness. We based our estimate of the case-

fatality ratio of diarrhoeal illness on this single

case, and included the uncertainty as described in

Appendix B. The low number of recognized fatal

cases implied that there is no accurate information

on age distribution. We assumed that the age distri-

bution was similar as for other cases of GE and used

data from Statistics Netherlands, as previously re-

ported [3].

Incidence of STEC O157-related HUS

In The Netherlands, the incidence of HUS is 2.0/

100 000 children <5 years [18], i.e. 20 cases/year.3

HUS does occur in children o5 years, but less fre-

quently. Data from the University Hospital Nijmegen

[19] indicated that for each case of HUS in the 5–14

years age group 8.2 cases are expected in the 0–4 years

age group. Hence, the incidence rate of HUS in

children <15 years was estimated at 20+20/8.2B22

cases/year. Van de Kar et al. [20] found an attribu-

table proportion of 77% for STEC infection. In some

cases with evidence for STEC infection, another

serovar other than O157 may have been involved.

However, the majority (81%) of cases were associated

with serovar O157. Thus, the minimum attributable

proportion for STEC O157 was 62%. This leads to

an estimated incidence of 14–17 paediatric cases/year.

The incidence at ages >15 years was estimated in-

directly from laboratory surveillance data. Among

120 cases during 1999–2001, there were 18 HUS

patients. Of these, 13 (72%) were <15 years, and

5 were older. Combining these data resulted in an

incidence of 19–24 cases of STEC O157-associated

HUS per year.

Mortality associated with D+ HUS

Due to earlier recognition and improved manage-

ment in the acute phase of the disease, the mortality

associated with paediatric cases of D+ HUS has

decreased to <5%. A summary of the literature (see

[11] for complete list of references) resulted in a

pooled estimate of the case-fatality ratio of 32/867

(3.7%). On the basis of limited data, we assumed that

Table 1. Incidence estimates (median values) for STEC O157-associated

gastroenteritis (GE) and haemolytic–uraemic syndrome (HUS) in

The Netherlands

Age group (years)

0–4 5–14 15+ Total*

GE
All cases 300 188 720 1251

Bloody diarrhoea 140 90 338 590
Non-bloody diarrhoea 160 98 382 661

Mortality n.a.· n.a. n.a. 0.56

HUS 12 3 6 21
pH|G,S# 0.04 0.016 0.008 0.017
pH|B,S$ 0.086 0.033 0.018 0.036

* Note that due to the stochastic nature of the model, not all summations necess-

arily tally.
# Probability of developing HUS as a consequence of STEC O157-associated GE
(all cases).

$ Probability of developing HUS as a consequence of STEC O157-associated
bloody diarrhoea.
· n.a., Not available.

3 During 1999 and 2000, telephone enquiries to academic paediatric
nephrology units in The Netherlands by Professor L. A. Monnens
(Department of Paediatrics, University Hospital Nijmegen) resulted
in a total of 19 cases/year. Hence, the incidence appeared to be
relatively constant throughout the years.
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this low case-fatality ratio was valid for cases up to

65 years of age. At higher ages, we estimated a con-

siderably higher case-fatality ratio of 56%, based on

Scottish outbreak data [21]. The late fatalities that

were reported in some papers were accounted for in

this study as mortality associated with ESRD.

ESRD

A summary of the literature (see [11] for list of refer-

ences) resulted in a pooled estimate of the probability

of developing direct ESRD of 23/734 (2.9%). Here,

direct ESRD was defined as a direct outcome of

HUS, without recovery of the renal function. The

probability of late ESRD (with temporary recovery

of renal function) was estimated at 2–3% in the first

10 years. However, from long-term follow-up studies

performed in Paris, France, it appeared that the

hazard of developing ESRD after initial recovery

of renal function might well extend over a period of

more than 20 years [22]. Based on this study, we esti-

mated the probability of late ESRD as 8/76 (10.5%),

with onset uniformly distributed between 0 and

40 years after D+ HUS. Most information in the

literature is on paediatric cases, no long-term follow-

up for adult patients has been reported. Conlon

et al. [23] reported that of their 51 surviving patients,

2 (3.9%) required long-term dialysis. We assumed

that the probability to develop ESRD in adults was

similar to that in children.

The clinical history of ESRD patients was derived

from the Renine (Renal Replacement Registry of The

Netherlands, Rotterdam, The Netherlands) database.

This database recorded data from all Dutch dialysis

and/or transplantation centres on patients who were

treated for chronic, terminal renal failure. From the

database, information was extracted on 31 new

patients, starting with dialysis in the period 1980–

2000 inclusive with primary diagnosis HUS, who

were <16 years of age at the start of treatment. This

relatively small number of patients would lead

to large uncertainties in parameter estimates. There-

fore, data on 75 patients with primary diagnosis

pyelonephritis (PYN) were included in the analysis,

because they were expected to have similar prog-

noses (L. A. H. Monnens, personal communication).

Patients were grouped in five age categories, 0–15,

16–44, 45–64, 65–74 and 75+ years. The time to

transplantation was first analysed by Kaplan–Meier

analysis (SAS version 8.2, SAS Institute, Cary, NC,

USA: Proc Lifetest). Differences between age or di-

agnostic groups were evaluated by the log-rank test

with a critical P value of 0.05. For both HUS and

PYN, there were significant differences between age

categories. There were no significant differences

between HUS and PYN for any of the age categories.

For the 75+ years age group, only censored data

were available. As transplantations in this age group

were very rare, the data were combined with the

65–74 years age group to create a 65+ years group.

A parametric analysis of the data was carried out

by fitting a Weibull model (SAS Institute : Proc

Lifereg). Goodness of fit was tested by comparing

the predicted survival curve with the curve from

the non-parametric Kaplan–Meier analysis. Figure 4

shows an example of the observed data and the
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Fig. 4.Kaplan–Meier curves for time to transplantation, age group 0–15 years, diagnosis HUS and PYN.#, Censored data;
—, observed; - - -, fitted.
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fitted model. The waiting time to transplantation in-

creased considerably with age (Table 5). The median

waiting times computed from the Weibull model

corresponded well with the medians from the non-

parametric Kaplan–Meier method (data not shown).

The high median value in the 65+ years age group

suggested that it is uncommon for a patient in this

age group to be eligible for transplantation, which is

in accordance with the finding in the 75+ years age

group that only censored cases were observed. In-

spection of the cumulative density functions (not

shown), and comparison of standard deviations be-

tween and within simulations, suggested that uncer-

tainty was of minor importance for ages up to 64

years, but was of major importance for the 65+ years

age group.

The time to graft failure was analysed according

to the same strategy as time to transplantation. The

Kaplan–Meier method demonstrated that there

were significant differences between HUS and PYN

patients in all age categories, hence pooling was

not allowed. Within the HUS category, there were

no significant differences between age groups.

Therefore, all data for HUS patients were pooled

and a Weibull model was fitted. The median dur-

ation of life with a functioning graft was 4 years,

but this was highly variable between patients. The

scale parameter was significantly smaller than 1 (see

Table 5), indicating that the probability of graft

rejection was greatest directly after the implan-

tation. This resulted in the 90% CI for the time

to graft failure to range from 0.016 years (6 days)

to 96 years (effectively lifelong). Median waiting

times of the Weibull model and the non-parametric

Kaplan–Meier method were similar (data not

shown).

The Renine database also allowed for analysis

of case-fatality ratios in dialysis patients and after

renal transplantation. In the first year after starting

dialysis, mortality ratios were relatively high and

different between age groups, ranging from 5% in the

0–15 years age group to 79% in the 65+ years age

group (see Table 5). These estimates were based on

pooled data for HUS and PYN patients. After the

first year, there was no significant excess mortality

in dialysis patients.

There were only few fatalities after renal trans-

plantation, and no information on age-specific risks

could be obtained. In the first year after transplan-

tation, 3 out of 39 HUS patients died. These fatal-

ities were considered to be directly related to the

transplantation, resulting in a mean case-fatality ratio

of 7.7%.

Summary of incidence data

From Table 1, it is possible to infer that the

probability of developing HUS after STEC O157-

associated GE was 4% in the 0–4 years age group,

1.6% in the 5–14 years age group and 0.8% for ages

above 15 years. These probabilities were considerably

smaller than those reported in outbreak investi-

gations. This may be related to incomplete case as-

surance of non-bloody diarrhoea in outbreak studies.

However, the probability of HUS given bloody diar-

rhoea in our study (see Table 1) was also at the low

end of estimates from outbreak studies. Other sources

of under-ascertainment may (partly) explain this dif-

ference. It is also possible that outbreak strains

were more virulent than strains involved in endemic

cases, or that our incidence estimate for STEC O157-

associated GE was too high.

Simulation model for disease burden

We used a second-order stochastic simulation model

to quantify the disease burden of STEC O157-

associated illness. One iteration of the model rep-

resented 1 year, in which a particular number of cases

of GE and HUS occurred. For each patient, the

severity and duration of the illness was simulated, as

well as possible complications (mortality, ESRD).

These outcomes were variable between cases. A total

of 1500 iterations of the model constituted one simu-

lation that represented the variability between differ-

ent years. For each simulation, a random sample was

obtained from all distributions of uncertain para-

meters. Thus, running the model for 250 simulations

represented the effects of parameter uncertainty on

the results. Analysis of other sources of uncertainty

was done by sensitivity analysis.

The GE model

A stepwise summary of the GE model is given in

Table 2, parameter values are shown in Table 3.

In each iteration, a Poisson distribution represented

the variability in the annual number of cases of GE

(bloody and non-bloody diarrhoea), with the inci-

dence rate based on estimates shown in Table 1. The

disease burden for all cases of GE was then simulated

from a distribution representing the total population.
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Mortality estimates were based on cases identified

in laboratory surveillance. A Poisson distribution rep-

resented the variability in reported cases, and the

number of fatal cases was sampled from a binomial

process. For each individual fatal case, the expected

lifespan at the time of death was sampled. Finally,

the disease burden related to GE was calculated by

accumulation of yld and yll over all cases and all dis-

eases in a year.

The HUS model

A stepwise summary of the HUS model is given

in Table 4, the parameter values are described in

Table 2. The gastroenteritis model

(i) Simulate the incidence of bloody diarrhoea NByPoisson(nB)
(ii) Simulate the incidence of non-bloody diarrhoea NWyPoisson(nW)

(iii) Simulate disease burden of bloody diarrhoea YLDB=Gamma(NBr1.232, 1.792)/365*
(iv) Simulate disease burden of non-bloody diarrhoea YLDW=Gamma(NWr1.065, 0.211)/365
(v) Simulate incidence of laboratory-confirmed cases NS,LSyPoisson(nS,LS)
(vi) Simulate incidence of mortality NM,S=Binomial(NS,LS, pM,S,LS)

(vii) Simulate expected lifespan of each fatal case yllGyeM,G

(viii) Calculate disease burden for one iteration DALY=YLDB+YLDW+SyllG
(ix) Repeat 1500 iterations=1 simulation

(x) Repeat simulation 250 times with random samples from uncertain parameters

* For computational purposes, the disease burden per case was not simulated individually but for all cases together. First, for
one episode of diarrhoea, the disease burden was simulated as the product of samples from the variability distributions for
severity and duration:

yldui=tuirwui,

with u=iteration counter and i=B (bloody diarrhoea) or W (non-bloody diarrhoea).
Then, 10 000 samples of yldui were obtained and fitted to new Gamma distributions yielding :

yldB=Gamma(1.232, 1.792) and yldW=Gamma(1.065, 0.211).

The product ofN samples from a Gamma(a, b) distribution followed a Gamma(Na, b) distribution. Therefore, the variability
in the disease burden at population level can be modelled as indicated [(iii), (iv)].

Table 3. Parameters of the gastroenteritis (GE ) model

Description Unit Type* Distribution Mean 5-perc. Median 95-perc.

nB Incidence rate bloody
diarrhoea

yearx1 U Simulation results
(see Appendix B)

992 39 590 3335

nW Incidence rate non-
bloody diarrhoea

yearx1 U Simulation results
(see Appendix B)

1120 43 667 3755

tB Duration of bloody
diarrhoea

day V Gamma(3.2, 1.75) 5.6 1.6 5.0 11.5

tW Duration of non-bloody

diarrhoea

day V Gamma(2.8, 1.2) 3.4 0.9 3.0 7.2

wB Severity of bloody
diarrhoea

— V Beta(1.23, 1.9)# 0.39 0.05 0.37 0.82

wW Severity of non-bloody
diarrhoea

— V Beta(1.5, 21)# 0.067 0.008 0.054 0.168

nS,LS Incidence rate lab-confirmed
STEC O157 GE

yearx1 U Gamma(120, 1/3) 40.0 34.2 39.9 46.2

pM,S,LS Case-fatality ratio
lab-confirmed STEC
O157 GE

— U Beta(2, 118) 0.0067 0.003 0.0014 0.039

eM,G Expected lifespan of a fatal
case of STEC O157 GE

year U+V Discrete#$ 10.4 0.5 4.4 47.2

* U, uncertain ; V, variable.
# See reference [3].

$ Characteristic values of the variability distribution were presented with uncertain parameters at their expected value.
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Table 4. The haemolytic–uraemic syndrome (HUS ) model

(a) Incidence of HUS in The Netherlands per year (one iteration)
(i) Simulate the incidence of HUS <15 years NH<15yPoisson(nH<15)

(ii) Simulate attributable proportion STEC O157 yS|H<15

(iii) Calculate incidence STEC O157-associated HUS <15 years yH<15,SyBinomial(yH<15, yS|H<15)
(iv) Simulate proportion of cases <15 years pH<15

(v) Calculate incidence STEC O157-associated HUS all ages NH,SyNegBin(yH<15,S, pH<15)

(b) For each individual STEC O157-associated HUS patient in one iteration
(vi) Simulate age at onset of HUS aH
(vii) Simulate individual expected lifespan at HUS eH
(viii) Calculate expected age at death aM=aH+eH

Note : For any individual, the simulation is terminated if aioaM
(ix) Survive HUS? Binomial(1, pM|H)
(x) No yllH=eH; stop

(xi) Yes : Simulate duration of clinical HUS tH
(xii) Simulate severity of clinical HUS wH

(xiii) yldH=tHrwH

(xiv) Develop direct ESRD? Binomial(1, pE|H)
(xv) Yes : go to step (xxi)
(xvi) Develop late ESRD? Binomial(1, plE|H)
(xvii) No: stop

(xviii) Yes : Simulate time to late ESRD tlE
(xix) Calculate age at onset of (late) ESRD alE=aH+tlE
(xx) yldE=tlErwD/2

(c) For each individual ESRD patient in one iteration

(xxi) Simulate time to first transplantation tTX1ytTX
(xxii) Calculate case-fatality ratio dialysis if tTX1<1, pM|D1=pM|D*,

or, pM|D1=pM|D*/tTX1

(xxiii) Survive to first transplantation? Binomial(1, pM|D)
(xxiv) No yllE=aMxeESRD

1
2 ; stop

(xxv) Yes : Simulate severity of dialysis wD1ywD

(xxvi) yldD1=tTX1rwD1

(xxvii) Calculate age at first transplantation aTX1=a(l)E+tTX1

(xxviii) Survive first transplantation? Binomial(1, pM|TX)
(xxix) No yllTX1=aMxaTX1 ; stop

(xxx) Yes : Simulate severity yldTX1ywTX

(xxxi) Simulate graft survival tFG1ytFG
(xxxii) Simulate severity functioning graft wFG1ywFG

(xxxiii) yldFG1=tFG1rwFG1

(xxxiv) Calculate age at graft rejection aGR1=aTX1+tFG1

(xxxv) Repeat steps (xxi)–(xxiii) for second graft

(xxxvi) Calculate age at second graft rejection aGR2=aTX2+tFG2

(xxxvii) Calculate remaining lifespan tD3=aMxaGR2

(xxxviii) Calculate case-fatality ratio dialysis if tD3<1, pM|D3=pM|D*,

or, pM|D3=pM|D*/tD3

(xxxix) Premature death by dialysis? Binomial(1, pM|D3)
(xl) Yes : Simulate age at death aM|D3=aGR2+Uniform (0, tD3)
(xli) yll=aMxaM|D3

(xlii) Simulate severity dialysis wD3ywD

(xliii) yldD3=(aM|D3xaGR2)rwD3 ; stop
(xliv) No yldD3=tD3rwD3

(d) For all HUS patients in one iteration

(xlv) Calculate disease burden for one iteration: DALY=Si yldi+Si ylli
(xlvi) Repeat (a)–(d) for 1500 iterations=1 simulation
(xlvii) Repeat simulation 250 times with random samples from uncertain

parameters
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Table 5. In each iteration, a Poisson distribution

represented the variability in the annual incidence of

HUS for patients <15 years (all causes). The uncer-

tainty in the attributable proportion of STEC O157

was introduced at two levels. First, the uncertainty

related to the actual proportion of all STEC-positive

results that are due to serogroup O157 was rep-

resented by a uniform distribution between the two

extreme positions: only conclusive evidence for O157

was considered (yS|H1=0.62) or all STEC are O157

(yS|H2=0.77). Secondly, the uncertainty in the ex-

treme values of yS|H was obtained by bootstrapping

from the original case-control data. The model then

simulated the total number of cases (all ages) by

sampling from a negative binomial distribution. Be-

cause of the low number of cases, the disease burden

model was set up as a micro-simulation, in which the

life history was simulated for each individual patient.

Table 5. Parameters of the haemolytic–uraemic syndrome (HUS) model

Param. Description Unit Type* Distribution Mean 5-perc. Median 95-perc.

nH<15 Incidence rate
HUS <15 yr

yearx1 C Constant 22 — — —

yS|H Attr. prop. STEC
O157 <15 yr

— U Uniform(yS|H1, yS|H2) 0.69 0.62 0.69 0.76

yS|H1 Only conclusive evidence — U Bootstrapping 0.62 0.53 0.62 0.69

yS|H2 All VTEC is O157 — U Bootstrapping 0.77 0.70 0.77 0.84
pH<15 Proportion of

HUS <15 yr
— U Beta(13, 5) 0.72 0.54 0.73 0.88

aH Age at onset HUS —

<15 yr V+U Discrete#$ 3.4 0.5 2.5 9.5
>15 yr V Uniform(15, 100) 57.5 19.3 57.5 97.8

eM Expected lifespan at HUS — V Discrete Dependent on age at onset HUS

pM|H CFR of HUS — U
<65 yr Beta(32, 835) 0.037 0.027 0.037 0.048
>65 yr Beta(10, 8) 0.56 0.36 0.56 0.74

tH Duration of clinical HUS days V Uniform(14, 28) 21 15 21 27
wH Severity of clinical HUS — V Discrete 0.93 0.73 1.00 1.00
pE|H Prob. direct ESRD — U Beta(23, 711) 0.031 0.022 0.031 0.043
plE|H Prob. late ESRD — U Beta(8, 68) 0.11 0.05 0.10 0.17

tlE Time to late ESRD year V Uniform(0, 40) 20 2 20 38
wD Severity weight dialysis — V Discrete 0.18 0.00 0.13 0.57
tTX Time to transplantation year V+U

0–15 yr Weibull(1.31, 2.31)# 2.1 0.2 1.7 5.3
16–44 yr Weibull(1.07, 3.51)# 3.4 0.2 2.5 9.6
45–64 yr Weibull(0.98, 9.79)# 9.9 0.5 6.7 30

65+ yr Weibull(1.04, 86.8)# 85 5 61 250

pM|D* CFR 1st year dialysis — U
0–15 yr Beta(2, 40) 0.048 0.009 0.041 0.111
16–44 yr Beta(18, 185) 0.089 0.058 0.087 0.124

45–64 yr Beta(61, 102) 0.37 0.31 0.37 0.44
65–74 yr Beta(81, 44) 0.65 0.58 0.65 0.72
75+ yr Beta(48, 13) 0.79 0.70 0.79 0.87

pM|TX CFR transplantation — U Beta(3, 36) 0.077 0.022 0.070 0.16

wTX Severity weight
transplantation

— V Beta(18, 82) 0.18 0.12 0.18 0.25

wFG Severity weight
functioning graft

— V Beta(12, 88) 0.12 0.07 0.12 0.18

tFG Graft survival year V+U Weibull(0.47, 8.75)# 19.8 0.02 4.0 90.3

yr, Years.
* U, uncertain ; V, variable ; C, constant.
# For all factors that are both variable and uncertain, characteristic values of the variability distribution were presented with

uncertain parameters at their expected value.
$ Data from reference [20].
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First, the model simulated an individual expected

lifespan at the age of developing HUS. At each step

of the model, the age of the patient was compared

with this lifespan, and the simulation was halted

when the predicted age at death by other causes was

reached. The age distribution of HUS patients was

sampled from a discrete distribution, based on ob-

served data. The model then simulated if the patient

survives the clinical phase of HUS by a Bernoulli trial.

All transition probabilities (e.g. mortality ratios) were

represented by Beta distributions, obtained by multi-

plying a Beta(0, 0) prior with the likelihood function

of the observed data. If the patient died from HUS,

the number of life years lost was calculated by sub-

tracting the current age from the expected age at

death. If the patient survived, the morbidity burden

was sampled from a distribution of severity weights

for 1 year with an episode of clinical HUS.

If the patient survived HUS, the model simulated

whether the patient developed direct ESRD. If this

was not the case, the model simulated if the patient

developed late ESRD and if so, at what age. Patients

who developed late ESRD experienced a gradual

decline of their renal function that negatively affected

their quality of life before the diagnosis was made.

The model approximated the disease burden by as-

suming that the severity weight increased linearly

from 0 to an individually simulated severity weight

for dialysis. Then, the morbidity burden was calcu-

lated as 50% of the product of the time to late ESRD

and the severity weight for dialysis. For patients

who developed (late or direct) ESRD, the time to

transplantation was then simulated. While on dialysis,

there was an increased risk of death in the first year,

which was simulated by a Bernoulli trial. If the patient

died, the mortality burden was calculated by sub-

tracting the age halfway during the time to trans-

plantation from the lifespan. If the patient survived,

the morbidity burden was calculated as the product of

the time to transplantation and the severity weight.

Then, a Bernoulli trial was performed to simulate

whether the patient survived the transplantation.

If not, the mortality burden was calculated as the

difference between the age at transplantation and

the expected age at death. If the patient survived, the

morbidity burden was sampled from the distribution

of severity weights for a year including transplan-

tation. The survival time of the functioning graft

was then simulated, the age at graft rejection and the

morbidity burden were calculated. If graft rejection

occurred before the simulated individual lifespan,

the patient entered another cycle of dialysis–trans-

plantation–graft rejection. In the absence of data,

parameter values for this cycle were the same as for

the first cycle (but all simulations were based on new

samples from these distributions). If the age at second

graft rejection was less than the expected age at death,

patients were assumed to be dependent on dialysis

for the rest of their life.

Severity weights

A preliminary analysis of the data indicated that for

STEC O157, the disease burden was mainly deter-

mined by life years lost due to HUS-related mortality.

Therefore, the sensitivity of the outcome for severity

weights was limited, and no attempts were made to

produce specific estimates for this study. We chose

the most appropriate weights from published work.

GE

In a previous study [3], two severity weights were

used for GE. The weight for watery diarrhoea (five

episodes per day without major pain or cramps)

was based on the Global Burden of Disease study

[10]. We used this weight (median 0.054, mean

0.067) for non-bloody diarrhoea by STEC O157 to

describe the variability of severity per case. A more

severe case definition was developed for bacterial

GE. We used this weight (median 0.37, mean 0.39)

for bloody diarrhoea. As in the previous study,

these weights were applied to the period of acute

disease.

HUS and renal replacement therapy

There were no published severity weights for HUS.

We therefore based our estimates on expert opinion,

i.e. the experts used the EuroQol-5D instrument [24]

to describe the health status of HUS patients and

translated these descriptive health states into a single

indicator for quality of life4 by a published a re-

gression model [25]. The mean severity weight for

the clinical phase of HUS (duration 2–4 weeks) was

0.90 (range 0.73–1.00). After discharge from hospital,

patients may take from weeks to months to fully

recover function. In the absence of data on this

4 The model of Dolan produces a quality of life estimate wk which
ranges from 1.000 for a EuroQol score of 11 111 to x0.594 for a
EuroQol score of 33 333. To convert this weight to the 0–1 scale
used for DALYs, we applied the formula w=(1xwk)/1.594.
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phase, we did not account for reduced quality of life,

which led to a slight underestimation of the disease

burden.

For ESRD patients, we used data from the study of

De Wit et al. [26]. These authors evaluated the health

status of 165 dialysis (D) patients in The Netherlands.

The quality of life of these patients was evaluated by

different means, including the EuroQol-5D instru-

ment. The EuroQol-5D scores were converted into

severity weights as described above, resulting in a

mean weight of 0.17 (range 0.00–0.68).

Patients on dialysis were eligible for renal trans-

plantation. The severity weight for the transplan-

tation stage also included the first year after surgery.

If the graft was not rejected within that year it was

assumed to have a normal function, albeit with a finite

probability of rejection in following years. The aver-

age severity weight for renal transplantation (first

year), based on data from a German study [27], was

0.18. The same study provided information on the

average severity weight for life with a functioning

graft as 0.12. Variability in the severity weights was

characterized by either a discrete distribution (dialy-

sis) or a continuous Beta distribution (transplan-

tation, functioning graft).

Disease burden

Results of the baseline model

The mean incidence of HUS (all ages) due to infection

with STEC O157 was 22 cases/year (Table 6), of

which 15 were in children <15 years. Of these, 2.2

HUS cases had a fatal outcome, of which 1.5 were

o65 years. The renal damage due to HUS resulted in

an annual mean of 2.6 cases of ESRD, of which 0.6

occurred immediately after the clinical HUS episode,

and 2.0 at a later age. Of these 2.6 ESRD patients,

0.6 eventually died as a result of the effects of either

dialysis or kidney transplantation.

The mean disease burden of STEC O157-associated

illness was 116 DALYs/year. Death in the clinical

phase of HUS was the largest single contributory

factor, with 59 DALYs (50%), followed by death

due to ESRD (21 DALYs=18%). Overall, fatal

outcomes accounted for 87 DALYs or 75% of the

total disease burden. Morbidity accounted for 25%

of the total disease burden, with dialysis due to

ESRD and bloody diarrhoea as the most important

factors.

Uncertainty and variability

The second-order Monte Carlo model used to calcu-

late the disease burden allowed separate evaluation

of uncertainty and variability in the average disease

burden estimates. The model was set up as a series

of 250 simulations, with 1500 iterations each. Each

simulation calculated the variability of the disease

burden, for a particular set of uncertain input par-

ameters. Hence, the difference between results of dif-

ferent simulations quantified the uncertainty in the

model results. Represented graphically (Fig. 5), the

results of 250 simulations were sorted according to

the mean result for total DALYs, that ranged between

68 and 223. The 90% CI for the mean burden was

84–159 (see Table 7). The figure also shows the

median of each simulation, which was very similar to

the mean, indicating that the output distributions

were relatively symmetrical. The 5- and 95-percentiles

of each simulation indicated the variability of the

disease burden. It can be seen that the variability

increased slightly with increasing mean and that

variability was larger than uncertainty. The relative

importance of uncertainty and variability was quan-

tified by the variance ratio:

F=s2
var=s

2
unc=(76�6=23�3)2=10�8:

In other words, the effect of variability was approxi-

mately 11 times bigger than the effect of uncertainty.

The relative contribution of variability was largest

in YLL (Table 7) which was related to the low num-

bers of fatal cases and the wide age range for these

cases. For example, for direct mortality due to HUS,

Table 6. Burden of STEC O157-associated illness in

The Netherlands (mean values per year)

Cases YLD

Fatal

cases YLL DALY

Total 29.4 86.6 116.0

Gastroenteritis 2114 6.7 0.56 7.4 14.1

Non-bloody 1118 0.7 0.7
Bloody 996 6.0 0.56 7.4 13.4

HUS 21.7 1.0 2.2 57.8 58.8

ESRD 2.6 21.7 0.6 21.4 43.1

Dialysis 16.1 0.3 7.1 23.2
Transplantation 0.6 0.3 14.3 14.9
Functioning graft 5.0 — 5.0

Note that due to the stochastic nature of the model, not all

summations necessarily tally.
Bold, total per disease ; bold italic, grand total.
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F=23.1 and for all mortality related to HUS and

ESRD, F=15.2. In comparison, the F ratio for YLD

related to GE was 0.00033, confirming that the inci-

dence estimates for GE are highly uncertain. How-

ever, as the contribution of YLD-GE to the overall

disease burden was small, this uncertainty was not

reflected in the overall estimate.

Sensitivity analysis

Here we examine the effect of several alternative

choices of parameter values on the outcomes of the

model. Univariate scenario analyses were performed

by setting all uncertain parameters in the model

at their median value, and replacing the alternative

values as described below. The model was then run

with 1500 iterations to simulate the disease burden.

The results (Fig. 6) show that the mean in the baseline

scenario (108 DALYs/year) was lower than that

shown in Table 6. This is because these simulations

did not include possible high values for uncertain

parameters.

Scenario 1. The baseline scenario was based on an

incidence of 13.8 consultations/1000 pyr. This esti-

mate was corrected for under-reporting on the basis

of reported GP visits in the SENSOR study. The

uncorrected figure was 8.0 consultations/1000 pyr,

whereas a maximum estimate was 35 consultations/

1000 pyr. In the baseline scenario, 2.18r105 con-

sultations/year were expected in The Netherlands, in

the alternative scenarios these figures were 1.26 and

5.53r105/year respectively. Alternative estimates for

the incidence of STEC O157-associated bloody/non-

bloody diarrhoea were 360/410 (scenario 1a) and

1570/1760 (scenario 1b) cases per year.
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Fig. 5. Uncertainty and variability in total DALYs estimate. The graph shows characteristic values of 250 simulations,
consisting of 1500 iterations each and ordered by the simulation mean.

Table 7. Summary statistics of output distributions

Mean of
means

5-percentile
of means

Median
of means

95-percentile
of means

S.D. of
means (unc.)

Mean of
S.D.s (var.) F*

Median of
medians

DALY 116.0 84.9 116.0 158.5 23.3 76.6 10.8 101.8

YLD 29.4 16.7 29.4 47.9 10.3 21.8 4.5 22.7
YLL 86.6 62.5 86.6 122.6 19.0 72.1 14.4 75.2

* Variance ratio (variability/uncertainty).
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Scenario 2. Duration of diarrhoea was based on

relatively few data and the duration in children (the

age group with the highest incidence) could be higher.

In the alternative scenario, we used data as observed

in an outbreak at a day-care centre : 12 days for

bloody and 7 days for non-bloody diarrhoea [28].

Scenario 3. The case-fatality ratio for GE was highly

uncertain. In this scenario, we used four different

values [0.1 (3a), 0.3 (3b), 1 (3c) and 3 (3d) %] around

the baseline estimate of 1.4%.

Scenario 4. In the baseline model it was assumed

that the life expectancy of fatal cases of GE was the

same as for the general population. It is possible that

those who died from GE had underlying diseases and

consequently a lower life expectancy. The life expect-

ancy of fatal cases was varied in this scenario between

0.3 (4a), 1 (4b), 3 (4c) and 10 (4d) years. Alternatively,

the outcomes of this scenario could be considered

to account for a lower quality of life of fatal cases,

had they not died (i.e. the severity weight for death

was <1).

Scenario 5. In this scenario, we evaluated the effect

of uncertainty in the proportion of HUS cases that

was attributable to infection with STEC O157, by

assuming that only culture-positive evidence was

a valid indication of an aetiological role of STEC

O157 (yS|H=0.62) (5a) or that all cases with Stx in the

faeces were attributable to STEC O157 (yS|H=0.77)

(5b).

Scenario 6. In this scenario, we did not use the long-

term follow-up data on the probability of developing

late ESRD, as reported in France, but only used

follow-up data, as reported in The Netherlands and

Belgium [29]. These data represented a shorter period

of approximately 10 years and a considerably lower

probability of developing ESRD (2.7 vs. 10%).

Most scenarios related to parameters that influ-

enced YLD or YLL by GE, and these factors had a

relatively small effect on the overall disease burden.

The figure shows that GE YLD was relatively high in

Scenarios 1b and 2, but the total disease burden only

increased by 5 DALYs/year.

The most important effects on the model output

were observed in Scenarios 5 and 6. Increasing the

fraction of HUS cases that was attributable to STEC

O157 infection to 0.77 increased YLL HUS from 82

to 91 and YLD HUS from 20 to 23, resulting in an

increase of the total disease burden from 108 to 120

DALYs. It must be noted that it is well established

in the literature that other STEC serogroups are also

able to induce HUS, so this output may overesti-

mate the disease burden attributable to STEC O157.

On the other hand, the method to detect Stx and/or

Stx-encoding genes is limited in sensitivity and ac-

counting for this factor may increase the estimate of

the true attributable fraction. In Scenario 6, YLL due

to HUS (including ESRD) decreased to 69 and YLD

decreased to 9. This reduced the total disease burden

to 85 DALYs (a decrease of 21%). Comparing these

results with the 5-percentile value of the uncertainty

of mean burden in the complete model (84.9–158.5,

Table 7) indicated that the probability to develop

ESRD was one of the most important sources of un-

certainty in the model.

The most important contribution to the total

disease burden was made by HUS-related mortality.

We therefore separately evaluated the effect of un-

certainty in the case-fatality ratio of HUS on the

model results. The parameter pM|H for age groups

under and over 65 years was set at the 1-, 5-, 50-,

95- and 99-percentile values of the distributions

defined in Table 5 (ranging between 0.024–0.053

for <65 years and 0.291–0.800 for >65 years). This

range of parameter values reflected the larger un-

certainty in the case-fatality ratio for the 65+ years

age group, due to a lower number of observations.

However, the results (data not shown) demonstrated

that the total disease burden was most sensitive to

the (relatively small) uncertainty in the case-fatality

ratio for <65 years. This can be explained by the

high number of life years lost by one fatal case

among children. In these scenarios, the total disease
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Fig. 6. Results of scenario analysis. The graph shows the
mean disease burden and different building blocks for dif-
ferent scenarios, representing the effect of uncertain model
assumptions (for details see text).
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burden ranged between 90 and 125 DALYs, less than

the range of uncertainty in the complete baseline

model.

DISCUSSION

Diarrhoeal illness associated with infection by STEC

O157 is relatively severe, and a high proportion of

infected children suffer from HUS. To quantify the

burden of disease by STEC O157 in The Netherlands,

and to compare this burden with that caused by other

illnesses including by other enteropathogens, we used

the concept of DALYs. The incidence of STEC

O157-related disease in The Netherlands was low but

highly uncertain with a median of 1250 and a mean

of 2100 cases of GE and 22 cases of HUS per year.

Nevertheless, we estimated that approximately 120

DALYs/year are lost due to these illnesses. A pre-

vious study [3] estimated the disease burden of

campylobacteriosis in The Netherlands in the early

1990s as 1400 DALYs/year. On an absolute basis,

campylobacteriosis is more significant from a public

health perspective. It was also estimated that the

mean incidence of Campylobacter-associated GE was

318 000 cases/year. Thus, on a case per case basis,

STEC O157 has a >12-fold higher health impact

(55 DALYs/1000 cases) than Campylobacter (4.6

DALYs/1000 cases). Any outbreak or increase in

incidence of STEC O157 will be significant for

public health. A further indication of the serious

nature of STEC O157-associated illness can be de-

rived from comparison with preliminary disease bur-

den estimates made for several key waterborne

pathogens: Cryptosporidium parvum 1.47, rotavirus

in high-income regions 14, and hepatitis A virus in

developed countries 191 DALYs/1000 cases [30].

Compare this with a preliminary estimate of 482

DALYs/1000 cases of rotavirus-associated illness in

low-income regions, which reflects the significance of

child mortality.

As in the previous study, the DALY concept

proved to be a flexible and robust tool to estimate the

impact of infectious intestinal illness on public health.

The robustness of the final estimates was based in part

on the aggregate nature of the estimates. Different

disease end-points contributed to the overall disease

burden, and it was not likely that all estimates were

simultaneously biased in the same direction. This does

not put aside the fact that there was considerable

uncertainty in the underlying estimates and hence in

the estimated disease burden. The major sources of

uncertainty were the (lack of) epidemiological data,

and in particular the incidence of GE due to STEC

O157, the fraction of HUS that was attributable

to STEC O157 and the probability of developing

ESRD.

The second-order Monte Carlo approach used in

this report allowed separate evaluation of the effects

of variability and uncertainty in the model para-

meters. Overall, uncertainty was only found to be

of major importance for the incidence estimate of

STEC O157-associated GE, and consequently also

YLD due to GE. For all other factors in the model,

and for the aggregated estimates of YLD, YLL and

DALY, variability was much greater than uncer-

tainty, even though several parameter estimates were

highly uncertain. This is mainly related to the fact that

there were only a low number of cases of HUS and

related death or ESRD per year. Hence, even if inci-

dence rates are constant over time (as was assumed

in this model), the actual number of cases per year

will show important variation. Sensitivity analysis

indicated that alternative choices of, for example a

particular study for parameter estimation did not

have a major impact on the estimate of the total dis-

ease burden.

The uncertainty in the incidence estimate for

STEC O157-associated GE was mainly caused by the

low number of positive stools in the SENSOR and

NIVEL studies (0 and 1 respectively) and the absence

of direct information on the GP consultation pattern

of STEC O157 cases with GE. As a consequence,

the uncertainty distribution of the incidence was ex-

tremely skewed with a mode of 0, a median of 1200

and a mean of 2000 cases/year. The probability that

the mean underestimated the true incidence was only

33% and it is therefore more likely that the true inci-

dence is lower than the simulation mean.
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APPENDIX A : Symbols, subscripts and

probability density functions

Symbol list

Parameters

e individual lifespan year
a age year
n incidence rate yearx1

N incidence yearx1

M population size
t observation or person time year

w severity weight
p binomial probability
y attributable proportion

Level of observation

No subscript=population; subscript GP=general

practitioner ; subscript LS=laboratory surveillance.

Other subscripts

i index for age class
j index for type of illness. No index=total Dutch

population 1999 (CBS) ; G=gastroenteritis ; S=STEC
O157-associated illness ; B=bloody diarrhoea ;
W=non-bloody diarrhoea; H=haemolytic–uraemic
syndrome; E=end-stage renal disease ; M=mortality ;

TX=kidney transplantation; FG=functioning graft ;
D=dialysis ; R=recovered renal function;
*=participants in case-control study, k=raw (non-

standardized) data
u index for iteration number
s index for simulation number

z dummy variable

Abbreviations

DALYs Disability Adjusted Life Years*
ESRD end-stage renal disease
GE gastroenteritis

(D+) HUS (diarrhoea-associated) haemolytic–uraemic
syndrome

NIVEL Netherlands Institute of Primary Health

Care
PYN pyelonephritis
Renine Renal Replacement Registry of The

Netherlands

SENSOR population based cohort study on
gastroenteritis

Stx Shiga toxin

STEC O157 Shiga toxin-producing Escherichia coli
serogroup O157

TX renal transplantation

YLD years lived with a disability*
YLL years of life lost*

* Upper-case letters indicate estimates at population
level ; lower-case letters indicate estimates at individual
level.

Probability density functions

Beta(a, b)=f(x)=
xax1(1xx)bx1

B(a, b)
,

where B(a, b)=
Z 1

0
tax1(1xt)bx1 dt,

Binomial(n, p) : f(x)=
n
x

� �
px(1xp)nx1,

Gamma(a, b) : f(x)=
bxaxax1 exp x x

b

� �
C(a)

,

where C(a)= Euler’s Gamma function,

NegBin(s, p) : f(x)=
s+xx1

x

� �
ps(1xp)x,

Poisson(l) : f(x)=
exllx

x!
,

Uniform(min, max): f(x)=
1

maxxmin
,

Weibull(a, b) : f(x)=abxaxax1 exp x
x

b

� �a� �
,

APPENDIX B : Statistical analysis of data on

gastroenteritis (GE)

Uncertainty in the incidence of GP consultations,

based on the SENSOR study and the fraction

attributable to STEC O157

The Appendix B Table shows the standardization of

incidence rates for all cases of GE and GP consul-

tations, based on raw data from the SENSOR study.

In contrast to De Wit et al. [12] we only standardized

for age and not for cohort and sex. This is mainly

because otherwise, there would be subgroups with

no GP consultations in the middle-age classes. Com-

parison of the standardized incidence rate in the

SENSOR study (0.283/pyr) with the standardized

incidence rate in this study (0.295/pyr) shows that the

difference was small. The uncertainty in the standar-

dized incidence rates was obtained by Bayesian

methods [31]. The observed number of NkG,i cases

in each age group was assumed to arise from a Pois-

son process with underlying incidence rate nG,i and

observation time ti for each age group i. Then, nG,iy
Gamma(NkG,i, 1/ti) and NG,iyPoisson(nG,i. Mi). The

observed number of NkGP|G*,i consultations among

NkG*,i respondents to questionnaires was assumed

to result from a binomial process with the under-

lying probability of consulting a GP being pGP|G*,i.

Then, pGP|G*,iyBeta(NkGP|G*,i, NkG*,i – NkGP|G*,i). The

incidence of GP consultations for GE was esti-

mated using the normal approximation of the
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binomialdistribution:NG,GP,iynormal(NkG,i .pGP|G*,i,

d{NkG,i .pGP|G*i(1xpGP|G*,i)}) and the standardized

incidence rate of GP consultations was estimated as

nG,GP=NG,GP/M. The uncertainty in the standar-

dized estimates was estimated by Latin hypercube

sampling from these distributions.

The uncertainty in the fraction of all GP consul-

tations, attributable to STEC O157 was simulated as

pGP,S|GyBeta(1, 797), i.e. a prior Beta(0, 0) distri-

bution5 multiplied by the binomial likelihood of

observing 1/798 cases. Finally, the incidence of GP

consultations due to GE by STEC O157 was esti-

mated as nS,GP,iyPoisson(nG,GP,i . nGP,S|G).

Estimation of cases in the total population from

GP consultations

Let NS be the annual incidence of symptomatic cases

(bloody and non-bloody diarrhoea) in the population,

with pB|S the proportion of bloody diarrhoea and

pW|S=(1xpB|S) the proportion of non-bloody diar-

rhoea. Michel et al. [15, table 1] show 253/538 un-

selected cases of STEC O157-associated diarrhoea

are bloody. Then pB|S followed a Beta(254, 286) dis-

tribution [using a uniform Beta(1, 1) prior].

Let pGP|B be the proportion of patients with bloody

diarrhoea who seek medical attention and pGP|W the

proportion of patients with watery diarrhoea who do

so. Estimates come from De Wit et al. [14] who re-

ported that in the SENSOR study, 2 out of 9 patients

with bloody diarrhoea and 59 out of 635 patients with

watery diarrhoea consulted their GP. Using uniform

priors, pGP|ByBeta(3, 8) and pGP|WyBeta(60, 577).

The overall proportion reporting to a GP is pGP|S=

pB|S .pGP|B+(1xpB|S) .pGP|W. Let pS,GP be the in-

ferred incidence of GP consultations due to GE by

STEC O157. This can be considered the number of

‘successes ’ in a binomial process with a total of NS

cases and a probability of success pGP|S. The number

of cases who did not consult a GP followed a negative

binomial distribution and the incidence of all STEC

O157 cases in the population can be estimated as

NSyNegBin(NS,GP+1, pGP|S)+NS,GP [31].

Uncertainty in the incidence of laboratory-confirmed

STEC O157-associated GE and the case-fatality ratio

Let NS,LS be the number of cases of STEC O157-

associated GE in laboratory surveillance, and tLS
be the observation time. The uncertainty in the inci-

dence rate can be quantified as nS,LSyGamma(NS,LS,

1/tLS) [31]. For 1999–2001; NS,LS=120 and tLS=3

years, hence pS,LSyGamma(120, 1/3). Let NM,S,LS

be the number of fatal cases observed in labora-

tory surveillance. Then, using a Beta(0, 0) prior,

pM,S,LSyBeta(NM,S,LS, NS,LSxNM,S,LS). For 1999–

2001, NM,S,LS=2, hence pM,S,LSyBeta(2, 118).

Appendix B Table. Simulation model of the uncertainty in the incidence of gastroenteritis (GE) (means)

Age group
(years) Mi ti NkG,i nG,i NG,i NkG*,i NGP|G*,i pGP|G*,i NG,GP,i nG,GP

0 2.00r105 311 237 0.762 1.52r105 182 29 0.159 2.43r104

1–4 7.76r105 419 372 0.888 6.89r105 253 21 0.083 5.72r104

5–11 1.38r106 444 224 0.505 6.96r105 119 7 0.059 4.09r104

12–17 1.11r106 307 49 0.160 1.77r105 15 1 0.067 1.18r104

18–64 1.02r107 420 104 0.248 2.52r106 51 1 0.020 4.94r104

65+ 2.13r106 328 64 0.195 4.16r105 24 2 0.083 3.46r104

Crude 1.58r107 2229 1050 0.471 7.42r106 644 61 0.095 7.03r105

Stand. 0.295 4.65r106 2.18r105 0.014

Subscript i refers to different age groups. Mi, number of persons in the Dutch population, 1999 (CBS) ; ti, observation time

(pyr) ; NkG,i, observed cases of GE; uG,i, inferred incidence rate of GE in the general population (pyrx1) ; NG,i, inferred
incidence of GE (yrx1) ;NG*,i, number of cases with GE who participated in the case-control study;NGP|G*,i, number of cases
with GE who participated in the case-control study and consulted a GP; pGP|G*,i, probability of consulting a GP for a case

with GE; NG,GP,i, inferred incidence of GP consultations for GE (yrx1) ; nG,GP,i, inferred incidence rate of GP consultations
for GE (yrx1).

5 Let p be the parameter of a binomial distribution. x positives are
observed among a total of n tests. Using a Beta(a, b) prior, the
posterior distribution for pi followed a Beta(x+a, nxx+b) distri-
bution. A uniform Beta(1, 1) prior is recommended [31]. In the case
of small numbers of (positive) observations, the choice of a and b
significantly influences the posterior distribution and a uniform
prior may shift the expected value away from the maximum likeli-
hood estimate from p(=x/n) to (x+a)/(n+b). The Beta(0, 0) dis-
tribution, while mathematically undefined, is an acceptable
alternative prior distribution that does not affect the expected value
of the posterior distribution [32]. Note that the 90% credible in-
terval of this posterior distribution is smaller than the MLE-based
interval.
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